
FROSTY GOES TO TOWN – BORDERS AND FINISHING 
Please read before you start anything!

1 - Your blocks will have shrunk from quilting and appliquéing. It’s time to get them back 
to a consistent size.


Normally we use 1/4” seams when piecing, but we recommend 1/2” seams so that you 
will have some wiggle room.


Start with the bottom of your snowbank.  That will become very important when putting 
the blocks together.  Measure down from the snowbank 1/2” and mark a line the whole 
distance.  This represents the bottom cut line for your block.  Now measure up 18.5”  from 
the line you just drew and mark a line all the way across.  This represents your top cut line 
for your block.


Now we need 22.25” from left to right.  Again, use the snowbank as your reference point.  
Place a long ruler along the snowbank and visually center it between the 22.25” distance.  
Mark left and right and then draw straight lines that are perpendicular to the bottom of the 
snowbank.  


This should give you blocks that measure 22.25” x 18.5” with a 1/2” seam allowance on 
all four sides.



2 - Next, remove the batting from what will be become you seam allowance.  Whenever 
possible we want to minimize the bulk in your seams. 


I used the large ruler to hold my grey background fabric out of the way, while using 
another ruler to measure  1/2” of the batting (again, that’s my seam allowance). After I 
have lined up the 1/2”, I butt my large ruler up against the ruler on the right. BE SURE 
THE BACKGROUND FABRIC DOESN’T MOVE! DON’T CUT THE GREY FABRIC. This 
got a little tricky because the spray glue on my batting made it hard to move my rulers 
around easily. So be patient and have your coffee! 


For the bottom of the snowbanks, I just used scissors.


*Note*

This would be a good use of 
the Trimmer By George 3.0 
tool Becky talked about on 

YouTube.)

https://youtu.be/g9QuSruFHd0


4 - Sewing blocks together.

I just sewed right up against 
the batting and pressed my 
seams open. Do what works 

best for you.

*NOTE SNOWBANKS*

The original directions showed the 
snowbanks with just enough room for 
the seam allowance. When we digitized 
the snowbanks, we shortened the 
snowbanks a bit to give you more 
wiggle room when assembling the 
blocks and to minimize the number of 
hoopings.



LETS GET TO QUILTING YOUR BORDERS: 
Just like the blocks, 


we suggest pre-quilting the borders before sewing them on.


1 - Cut White Swirl fabrics 
into 6 1/2” Strips


Cut Red dots fabric 

into 3 1/5” Stripes 


Cut Green Dots fabric for 
the binding at 2 1/2” or 

your usual binding width.

3 - Add batting to the strip 
of border you just drew 

lines on and align in your 
embroidery frame.   Leave 

extra batting on all four 
sides so that it is easier to 

hoop.  How much extra 
will depend the hoop you 

will be using.  We 
recommended Kimberbell 

Batting.

CUTTING BORDERS: 

We will be measuring our borders, as well as quilting them, before adding them to our 
quilt. You will be making two borders and you get decide how you want to quilt them.


Measure in three places and then take the average to determine the length of each border.  
Reference our YouTube video for more details on how the borders were measured and 
quilted.  Do not use the pattern for border length measurements, you will be disappointed.  

2 - Measure your quilt to 
determine the length of 
your borders.  Add 1” to 
accommodate for any 

shrinkage that may occur.  
Mark you strips down the 
center of the long sides 
and mark the horizontal 

center of your border strip 
as well.  This will be used 

to align your chosen 
design.



*Tip*


After quilting the border, water soluble 
thread was used as the top thread to 
baste all four sides of the border.  We 

basted just inside the 1/4” seam 
allowance to make trimming the 

excess batting even easier. Again, 
Watch our YouTube Videos for tips like 

this.


*NOTE*


We love Kimberbell Clear Blue Tile 
designs. Please use our affiliate 

link HERE to find the one we used 
or any other that are so beautiful 
and versatile for so many other 

projects.


*Tip*


Butt the edges of your batting 
together to make strips that are 

long enough.  We like to zigzag for 
added security.  


https://kimberbell.com/background-quilting/?wpam_id=369


Now the last embroidery is to do your stars. 

You have plenty! We did make them in different sizes, so please lay them out first and 
decide where you want them. There are 4 Green 5” Stars I would recommend using in 
the middle of top/bottom and left/right. From there, 4 more green stars at 4.5” and the 
red stars are all 3.5” 


I’m thinking this! But 
play, and then post to 

our Facebook 
Community page and 
let us know what you 

did with 

#FrostyGoesToTown

Original plan was 
suppose to look like this. 

However, that is a lot of 

stars to add onto the 
borders, so you decide 
what looks and works 

best for you!

5 - The star files come in with the 
design and an alignment cross 
hair.  Use the cross hair to get 
accurate placement of your stars.  
Simply mark cross hairs on your 
quilt to represent the middle of 
each star and then align with the 
design’s cross hair.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/2683020205065846
https://www.facebook.com/groups/2683020205065846
https://www.facebook.com/groups/2683020205065846


Time to add your backing and then do your binding. You can add another layer of batting if 
desired. That’s a personal preference. We suggest stitching in the ditch to adhere your 
back to the front.  However, you have so many beautiful stitches on your machine, why not 
try some decorative stitches along the seam lines instead?

TADA!


